Longitudinal Gompertzian analysis of breast cancer mortality in the U.S., 1962-1987: demonstration of a disorder displaying complex deterministic mortality dynamics.
Age-adjusted mortality rates for breast cancer (BC) in the United States from 1962 to 1987 were subjected to longitudinal Gompertzian analysis. Age-adjusted BC mortality rate distributions for women display two distinct Gompertzian slopes. Between age 15 and 40 years, age-adjusted BC mortality rate distributions intercepted at age 33.5 years and mortality rate (per 100,000) 5.83. Between age 50 and 85 years, age-adjusted BC mortality rate distributions intercepted at age 60.4 years and mortality rate 77.0. These two distinct Gompertzian regions correspond to the clinical and biological classification of BC into pre- and post-menopausal varieties. The observation that postmenopausal BC increases in environments conducive to survival and that premenopausal BC increases in environments that are less favorable becomes understandable when BC mortality dynamics are viewed from a competitive and deterministic perspective.